
E-mail Update on Dispatch from Chief of Police Tom Hanley 
 
From: Tom Hanley <Thanley@MiddleburyPolice.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, October 05, 2022 2:44 PM 
To: Kathleen Ramsay <KRamsay@townofmiddlebury.org> 
Subject: RE: The Dispatch Quagmire 
 
Update: 
 

1. Still no permanent dispatch center to go to. 
 
Regional dispatch grants have been awarded. This process was supposed to include all the 
agencies migrating off of DPS dispatch. The process was disjointed and uncoordinated. The grant 
award committee was not connected to the Regional Dispatch Committee, which is still meeting 
weekly, which was supposed to report to the State on a regional dispatch plan to include all 
agencies. Middlebury, Vergennes, and Bristol have no idea who will cover us, so we remain on 
state dispatch.  We were not included on any Regional Dispatch plans though we are listed as the 
agencies that are being migrated off VSP. In fact, none of the grant applicants contacted us. (DPS 
did not disclose who the applicants were until the awards were made, so we didn’t know who to 
contact.) 

 
2. No fail over or redundancy with Regional Dispatch.  

 
None of the awardees for regional dispatch have a ‘fail-over’ plan in the event of a loss of 
telephone, radio, or internet. Should these systems go into fault the agencies would go ‘dark’. 
Right now, our fail-over is state police dispatch for the short term. 

 
3. Transfer to Williston.   

 
Our dispatch with VSP has been transferred to the Williston center from the stressed Westminster 
site. So far so good. We rarely get admin or non-critical calls during the overnight shift so they are 
still carrying us and providing vastly improved dispatch service over Westminster. After 2 a.m. we 
are the only on-duty service they dispatch for while providing tone-out and call-out service for a 
variety of fire services and VSP stations. But this service has a shelf-life. We are still trying to recruit 
and hire part-time staff to cover Sundays, 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. to cover those non-emergency calls 
for service that VSP has told us they will NOT cover – such as burn permits, winter towing, drug 
and needle disposal, use of our room for DCF family visitations, VIN verifications, and a myriad of 
other service requests we get on weekends.  
 
We have a work order in to BTS to get us set up with a phone trees for non-emergency transfers 
to voice mail, but that hasn’t been set up. Of course, with such a system, it may be a day or two 
before a caller gets a response. 
 

 
 
 
 



We are still waiting to see what happens with the Regional Dispatch Committee and if we will, or not, be 
plugged into the Regional Dispatch Centers. That should NOT be a cost issue until FY 25 at the earliest. No 
sense on what it would cost. I’m projecting $35,000 - $50,000 annually for the service based on what I’m 
seeing so far. 
 
Tom H 
 


